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Abstract

The North coast of the Horn of Africa, independent before the British seulement at Aden in 1839, will be

thenceforth submited to their growing influence. French presence, almost entirely due to individuals, will

be negligible until the assassination in 1859, of the Consular Agent at Aden, Henri Lambert which will

raise some interest in Paris for a time. To mention also a not-so-well defined Turkish sovereignty here

and there. Tribal and interest conflicts, berween Afars and Somalis, which traditionally oppose the towns

of Tadjoura and Zeila, for the benefit of the trade from Choa, will corne to a climax in the mid-18th

century, and bring two local chiefs, Chermarke and Abou-Beker to opposition. The fight will become

more acute as Britain imposes more and more restrictions to slavery, each one knowing he has to find

other sources of profit, with the help and support of Europeans. British presence on this coast, which

they regards as part of their sphère of influence, will intensify trade in Berbera, and make Zeila's chief

who they protect, eaten up with envy, leading him latter to the worst excess. The Afars of Tadjoura will

first react towards the English with a tactful reserve, pretending eventually being under a nonexistent

Turkish sovereignty, then, in 1858, they will take a formai commitment toward France, through Henri

Lambert The assassination of the latter, on June 4th 1859, will bring France to buy Obock in 1862,"

without occupying it, first step towards colonization of the North coast by the British and the French,

before the end of the 19th century.

Résumé

The North coast of the Horn of Africa, independent before the British seulement at Aden in 1839, will be

thenceforth submited to their growing influence. French presence, almost entirely due to individuals, will

be negligible until the assassination in 1859, of the Consular Agent at Aden, Henri Lambert which will

raise some interest in Paris for a time. To mention also a not-so-well defined Turkish sovereignty here

and there. Tribal and interest conflicts, berween Afars and Somalis, which traditionally oppose the towns

of Tadjoura and Zeila, for the benefit of the trade from Choa, will corne to a climax in the mid-18th

century, and bring two local chiefs, Chermarke and Abou-Beker to opposition. The fight will become

more acute as Britain imposes more and more restrictions to slavery, each one knowing he has to find

other sources of profit, with the help and support of Europeans. British presence on this coast, which

they regards as part of their sphère of influence, will intensify trade in Berbera, and make Zeila's chief

who they protect, eaten up with envy, leading him latter to the worst excess. The Afars of Tadjoura will

first react towards the English with a tactful reserve, pretending eventually being under a nonexistent

Turkish sovereignty, then, in 1858, they will take a formai commitment toward France, through Henri

Lambert The assassination of the latter, on June 4th 1859, will bring France to buy Obock in 1862,"

without occupying it, first step towards colonization of the North coast by the British and the French,

before the end of the 19th century.
























































